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PROBLEM DEPARTMENT.
PROFESSOR IRA M. DELONG,

University of Colorado, Boulder, Colo.
Readers of the Magazine are invited to send solutions of the problems

in this department and also to propose problems in which they are in-
terested. Solutions and problems v^ill be duly credited to the author.
Address all communications to Ira M. DeLong, Boulder, Colo.

ALGEBRA.

11. Bacchus caught Silenus asleep by the side of a full cask, and
seized the opportunity of drinking, which he continued for two thirds
of the time in which Silenus would have emptied the full cask. After
that Silenus awoke and drank what Bacchus left. Had they both
drunk together the cask would have been emptied two hours sooner,
and Bacchus would have drunk only half what he left Silenus. Re-
quired the time in which each could empty the cask separately.

Solution 1}y A. E. Hennings, M. A., Walla Walla, Wash.

Let B = No. hours it takes Bacchus to empty cask.
S == " (< " " Silenus " " "

-D = part of whole cask Bacchus drinks in one hour.

"^ =
2S
o~ = No. hours Bacchus drank while Silenus was asleep.
2S 1 2S
"S" x ~B ^^B = part °^ ^^^^ cas]^ Bacchus drank in this time.

2S 3B _ 2S
l�~3g or ��gg�� = part of whole cask Bacchus left.

3B � 2S 1 BS � 2S2
��3g�� � ~g~ or ��3g�� = No. hours Silenus drank.

_, 2S 3^S - 2S2 2

Then,^-+��gg��=^��-^ +2......(1)
B + S

1 /3B - 2S^ 3B - 2S
2 \ 3B /r ��6B�� � P^ Bacchus would have drunk, both

drinking together.
3B - 2S 3B + 2S

1� ��gg�� or ��Q-Q�� = part Silenus would have drunk, both
drinking together.

3B - 2S J_
^,

6B "ET 3B - 2S SThen, ^��jg - -T or 3B + 2S = ~B’ �’ � � -^
6B S ’

From (2) B == 2S.
Substituting this value for B in (1) we have B == 6 hrs, S == 3 hrs.
Also solved by Ralph E. Root, E. L. Brown, .1. L. Winckler, W. H.

Hays, R. S. Beardsley. Two incorrect solutions were received.
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18. Proposed by H. (7. WhitaJcer, Ph.D., Philadelphia, Pa.
A board of uniform thickness is a feet wide at the narrow end

and 1) feet wide at the broad end. It is desired to cut off one nth of
the board by a cut parallel to the two ends. How far from the
narrow end must the cut be made and what will be the length of
the cut?

Solution by E. L. Brown, M.A., Denver, Colo.

Let ABCD be the board, AB ^ a, CD = b, RS the cut parallel to the
two ends. Let CB and DA meet at P. Draw PN perpendicular to CD cut-
ting AB in M, RS in L, CD in N. Let ML ^ X, RS == Y, and MN == 1,
the length of the board.

PM a al
Now �i� == -«��, whence PM = -.�-.

1 b�a b�a
a2! 1 (a+b)

Area A PAB =
^
.,_ .; areaABSR=�^��.

a2! 1 (a+b)
Therefore area A PRS ==

^
,_ > + �^�.

Because As PAB, PRS are similar, we have
Y2 a2! 1 (a+b)

_
a2!

a2 ~2 (b-a)1 2n
~"

2 (b-a)-

From this it is seen that Y2 == ��������, an expression indepen
dent of the length of the board.

We have also, "o" (a + y) = area ABSR = �o-�

^
l (a+b)

�’� x ~

n (a+y)’

Solved with the same value for y by I. L. Winckler, Ralph E. Root,
R. S. Beardsley, W. H. Hays, A. E. Hennings, Eleanora Harris, 0. R.
Sheldon, and the proposer.
A solution which gives y in terms of 1, the length of the board,

was received from P. G. Agnew.
The following Algebra solutions were received too late for credit-

ing in the April issue: Ralph E. Root, Nos. 8, 10; W. H. Hays, No. 11.

TRIGONOMETRY.
21. Given cos 49= �%; find the general value of 9.

Solution by Ralph Root, Sc. B., Forest City, la.

Trn
9 = o~ – 45° =–= 15° where n is an integer.

Solution by JS. L. Brown and Eleanora Harris.

(2n + i) TT –-^-, (2n + |) TT –-^-,
(2n+|)7r –-^-, (2n+i)7r =–=^-.
Solution by H. G. WMtaJcer, Ph. D., and 7. L. WincJcler.
9 = ^ (8n =t= 1) TT, where n is any integer.
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Solution J)y R. S. Beardsley, CJzicago, III.
6 == n � 45°, – 15° where n is an odd integer.

Solution ~by W. H. Hays, Columbia, Mo.

UTT TT n7T TT
0 = -g + ~a, o" + "o"? where n is any integer.

One partially incorrect solution was received.

Solutions of Trigonometry No. 13 were received from R. A. Brown,
W. H. Hays and Grace M. Bareis too late for crediting in the April
issue. .

GEOMETRY.
19. Proposed ’by P. F. GaeJir, ItUaca, N. Y.
Construct an equilateral triangle whose vertices shall be on three

given parallel lines.

Solution by Z. L. WincJcler, Cleveland^ 0.

Let PQR be the given triangle, and ST, UV, XY the given paral-
lels. Let a and b represent "the distances between ST and UV, and
UV and XY, respectively.

Divide PR at M,
into parts propor-
tional to a and b,
that is so that PM: {J
MR �= a: b.....(l)

Construct the
triangle ABC == tri-
angle PQR (the an-
gles C, A, and B be-
ing equal respec-
tively to P, Q, and
R), so that A falls
on UV and QM
takes the position
AL along UV.

Produce AC to
meet ST at G and AB to meet XY at K. Draw GK cutting UV at R
and draw GF and KH perpendicular to UV. Then GF: KH === GO:
OK or a: b = GO: OK...... (2).

From (1) and (2) we have
GO : OK = PM: MR
or GO: OK = CL: LB (since CL==PM and LB == MR)

.’. GK is parallel to OB and the triangle AGK is similar to ABC
and hence to the given triangle PQR.

(There will be three solutions when the triangle has the three sides
unequal, obtained by dividing each side in turn into parts proportional
to the distances between the parallels.)

Also solved by H. C. Whitaker, W. H, Hays, R. E. Root, R. S.
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Beardsley, A. E. Hennings. A trigonometric solution was received
from E. L. Brown.

20. Proposed by TF. D. Higdon, St. Louis, Mo.
The chord of- a segment is 10 feet and the radius is 16 feet. Find

the area of the segment.

Solution ~by H. C. WhitaJcer, Ph.D., PhiladelpTlia, Pa.
Area Segment = Area Sector � Area Triangle

C 1 ____
== r2 arc sin -^ - -^- C T/4r2 - C2

= 81.3631 - 75.9936 = 5.3695

Also solved by R. S. Beardsley, R. E. Root, W. H. Hays, E. L.
Brown. One incomplete solution was received.

The following Geometry solutions have been received: W. H. Hays,
Nos. 10, 13, 15; R. E. Root, Nos. 13, 15; J. F. West, Nos. 13, 15; J. S.
Brown, Nos. 13, 15.

PROBLEMS FOR SOLUTION.

ALGEBRA.
27. Proposed l)y Elisa Robinson, Duluth, Minn.

Two men start from opposite sides of a lake to row directly across.
Their rates of rowing are uniform but not necessarily the same. They
meet 720 rods from the left hand shore and each rows to the start-
ing point of the other, reste ten minutes, and rows back again. This
time they meet 440 rods from the right hand shore. Find the distance
across the lake.

28. Proposed ~by H. C. Whitaker, Ph.D., PhiladelpT^ia, Pa.
A is one mile north of a certain point, B is one mile west. A travels

due southeast and B travels east, both starting at the same time and
moving at the same rate. How near will they approach each other?

GEOMETRY.
29. Proposed 1)y I. L. WincJder, Cleveland, 0.

Show how to bisect the area of any quadrilateral by a line passing
through a given point in one of its sides.

30. Proposed ~by P. G. Agnew, Washington, D. C.
A frustrum of a cone has its radii R and r and its altitude h. Where

will a plane parallel to the bases cut off � of its volume ?
n

TRIGONOMETRY.
31. Proposed ~by E. L. Brown, M. A., Denver, Colo.

sin A m cos A p
In a triangle ����r» == ��, and ���^ == ��.0 sin D n cos B q

Show that cos C :
mp � nq
np � mq


